Web application to support language learning

What
A web application helps users learn Russian language. Learning materials will be provided in different formats:

- **texts** – it should be possible for a teacher to write texts, edit and delete them; students are able to read a translation and hear a pronunciation of a selected word/phrase, add a new one to their personal dictionary for further memorization using different approaches [once a word is learnt it should be possible to delete it from the dictionary]

- **videos, audios** – it should be possible for a teacher to upload (and delete unnecessary) materials; students are able to watch/listen them (pause-function is also required)

- **links** – it should be possible for a teacher to add and delete them; students are able to open them in a new browser window

- **training tasks** – a teacher should be able to create different types of tasks; a student should be able to solve provided training tasks

All content is available after the authentication and is required for a teacher and a student. A teacher should be able to add and delete students. Password reset function is mandatory.

Why
It is convenient for a teacher to have all learning materials in one place; it is user-friendly to allow students to form their personal dictionary and learn words in a different modes.

For whom
The web application is for everyone who is interested in learning Russian language with a professional language teacher.
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